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Bright Young Things
W

hile other children were spending their
pocket money on comics, Jin Chen
was buying interior design books. Since he was
young, he’s loved beautiful spaces, and now —
after only three years in the role — his knack
for creating them has earned him a place as
one of Taiwan’s brightest young designers.
It all began with his first apartment, and the
independence that came with it: ‘It was the
first time I had a chance to decorate my own
space, and the first time I could think about
what kind of furniture I actually wanted. This
was when I realised I was drawn to vintage
style and antique furniture,’ he explains, adding
that he ‘fell in love with antiques’ after finding
an antique dining table and being shown a
copy of Axel Vervoordt’s Wabi Inspirations by
the shop owner.
After a decade spent working in the music
industry, Chen decided to take a break and
pursue his rediscovered first love. He spent
two months in Japan, and when he returned
to Taipei he’d brought back so many antique
furniture pieces that he had no choice but
to sell them — first online, then from his
apartment, and eventually in what would
become Delicate Antique, Chen’s first venture
and the city’s first authentic vintage store.
Shortly thereafter Chen opened Xiang Se,
a Provençal restaurant with rustic furniture
contrasted against crisp, neutral textiles and
colours. Soon, other brands and clients began
to approach him to outfit their spaces: first
was fashion designer Jamei Chen, followed
by private venue siu siu — Lab of Primitive
Senses and Hermit’s Hut tea house.
In 2018, Chen expanded his practice by
founding ecru Studio — a small team of

designers, architects and decorators who
believe in creating ‘genuine, raw and honest
design’. The studio’s first independent project is
also Chen’s favourite: Staff Only, a membersonly bar and restaurant for Taipei’s creative
crowd. Branching out into the f&b industry
proved to be a turning point for Chen’s design
sensibilities. ‘Before Staff Only, I only really
liked the primitive style. I wasn’t a fan of modern
design, but I wanted to incorporate elements
of it into Staff Only and take on the challenge
of the unfamiliar. The more I researched, the
more I began to fall in love with modern decor
and the Art Deco style of the fifties and sixties.
With Staff Only, I realised that primitive and
modern design make a great combination, and
I realised I can balance them well.’
While Chen’s earlier projects are sparse and
somewhat bucolic, Staff Only — with its Deco
furniture, rich jewel tones and lush textures
— is anything but. And this contrast is the
common thread that weaves Chen’s projects
together: ‘a balance between old and new,
perfect and imperfect, the interaction between
one material and another’, as he explains it.
ecru’s latest project is Liquide Ambré, a
bijou teahouse that blends relaxation and
retail. ‘What makes it special is that we used
contradictory materials. For example, the base
of the bar is crafted from century-old tree
bark, but the counter is made from gleaming
epoxy. I also used materials I’ve never worked
with before, like celluloid tortoiseshell sheets,’
Chen explains.
Young as the studio may be, Chen is optimistic
about the future. ‘My vision for ecru is to start
in Taiwan, and eventually venture overseas.
We’re young but we have an exciting future
ahead of us.’
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